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About This Game

Enter a beautiful dreamscape and bring back the light!

The award winning mobile VR game, finally available on Steam! Help Nerow bring back the light to his magical world, by
solving compelling environment puzzles. Search for hidden fireflies that guide Nerow through the darkness and help him solve
the mysteries of the stolen light. Together with Nerow you will go on a magical journey to rescue the Sun-bug and restore the

natural balance!

Spark of Light features:

 A ‘Virtual Dreamscape’ which acts like an interactive dollhouse
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 Discovery and puzzling in a 360° view

 Engaging, non-violent gameplay for all ages

 5 compelling levels, each with their own unique atmosphere
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Title: Spark of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pillow's Willow
Publisher:
Pillow's Willow
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Loving this game, I have loads of time playing the beta and I still I know so little about the complex strategies, the skill ceiling is
quite high - as every unit is unique - however you only need to do the tutorial to learn the few fundamental rules to really get
going and enjoy the game. The Dev team are also very helpful and pay attention to what the community is asking for which is
great!. So I just got out if my first session. Overall gameplay is good. There was a slight bit of confusion in the tutorial for me as
I bought something it didn't want me to and then I had no more money....but after that the rest is very much want I expect from
a turret defense game.

-There is a predefined path from start to finish(like balloon turret defense).
-You place your towers, by placing or throwing them to the ground.
- You can resize yourself by using the grip buttons
-motion is by "dragging" the world around, no teleport, no tracks
-all turrets are upgradeable, some multiple times.

Only current gripe is the small number of starting towers. There are 4 starting towers: laser, cannon, scatter shot, and a buffing
tower that increases the effectiveness of the others near it.

There are two more empty slots with no tower in it, so I'm sure more towers are on the way.

Probably the purest turret defense game I've played in vr so far.

Oh and if your like my wife and don't care for the music, you can turn it off in game and still have other sounds.. gotta buy all
the dlc for this one to work. quite a fun city sim game set in ancient egypt - there are a few tricks that require some online
research in order to play succesfully.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing awesome,but competitive mode will be interesting .mm please!!. 
One-room 2D jump and run with frustrating (controller) control mechanism.

Character has to be moved from left to right and right to left to push a button. Each press of a button creates new
platforms, enemies, traps etc. in the middle, making the path between the buttons more difficult.
Very hard, as the same path, becomming more and more difficult has to be "jumped-and-runed" again and again.

Frustrating control. I use XBox controller.
Menu is only usable with mouse, exit only possible via ESC key. Inconvenient, when sitting on the couch and the
keyboard is miles away.
Most problematic is the partly non-responsive control mechanism; pressing the jump button quite often reacts with a
delay. In addition the movement is too fast without giving the feel and actual control. Note: Other very hard games,
like Meatboy for me do provide a much better control, being a no brainer, where the levels themselves make it hard.

Verdict: Innovative, good game mechanism. Non-responsive (controller) control did not make it fun for me.. is
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665really on unreal engine?. tons of versions of this that are way more fun and most
of them are free. Mixed review: Domino Sky is a physics puzzle game where you arrange, well, dominoes to hit some specific
marks on the map. The game has soothing classical music and casual play style. However, all the levels I have played so far only
have 1 goal (to hit different markers), so it becomes quite dull after some levels. If Domino Sky could offer more in gameplay
(game modes, background, or maybe even a story tied into the levels) then it would be a better game.
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so horrible its not even worth being available at chucky cheese as a arcade. A smash clone that still feels like a unique
experience. Although the roster is small the characters have a large variety of play styles. The game-play offers a deep
experience with each character having their own unique mechanics that can take a while to master.. Sadly i have refunded this
game purely based on my opinions with pricing not the game itself.

The game is great it has alot of great stuff but.

Online matchmaking is slow since there is only 54 players a day playing the game (so far)
Find a match isnt available meaning u have to find a lobby that does not have a password entered.
Maps are small and with the controls u fall off before u can kill each other.

Game has some great promises but i will have to get it at another time.

Also if u get it join thier discord. u can chat with the devs there and speak your mind to them. (dont be rude). This game is a
mess right now,dont buy it full price just yet,wait until the price go down or the game get good. I loved the game at first. It had a
certain difficulty curve that took a few tries but once you get it, its very fun.

I have a few reasons that I am not recommending this at this price. Most of them stem from the fact that this still feels like an
EARLY RELEASE STILL.

1) I found a few annoying bugs. Bad pathing of villagers, merchants especially bug out alot.

2) unbalanced. There is really no need for some of the jobs like blacksmith, pharmacists, priest. Happiness is easy to attain just
by getting them food... Goodluck.. they breed and eat like rabbits.

3) Lags when you reach 55-65 villagers. There is so much going on at that point if you managed to provide enough food that you
get this weird lag. I have a good computer that can run top games, so this shouldnt be an issue. I feel like it's part of the code..
Decent game, but scripted all to hell so that you are railroaded. Really odd out of something so like a Total War game. So long
as you dont play too well and move too fast through the story before you have the armies to back it up, its a great experience.. I
absolutely adored the ethereal music in this game.
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